
 The Legend Of Robin Hood Week 2  
In our distance learning English work this term, we would really like to encourage KS2 students to be completing some writing for 20-30 minutes on most days. Below are 

four tasks that you are welcome to use. These are suggested steps and we will be pleased to continue to receive ANY writing that you are completing at home. 
 

This week you will meet the characters that are talked about in the adventures of Robin Hood.  
Over the 5 tasks, you will build up to creating your own back story for one of the characters. 

  
Remember, you can share any of the work you produce with Mrs Cleal and Mrs Hague by emailing oak@north-leigh.oxon.sch.uk 

Term 6 
Week 2 
8.6.2020 
 
Task 1 

Meet the 
characters 1 

First of all today, have a look at the grid you completed in task 2. Is there anything that you can add or answer in your grid? 
 
 Writing Task 
Look at the ‘Robin Hood Characters Task 1’on our home learning area on the website. Read through the character descriptions.  
Make brief notes about each of the characters, including their name, how they joined the ‘Merry Men’ and your own thoughts about this 
version – have you heard a different story about any of the characters? 
There are 5 characters to read about this week 

Task 2 Meet the 
characters 2 

Writing Task 
Look at ‘Robin Hood Characters Task 2’. As yesterday, read through the character descriptions and make your own notes about each character. 
 
Which of the characters are you most interested in? Why? Do you think that you could write their back story as it is, or would you create a 
different one? Choose 3 of the characters that you are most interested in and put a tick by your notes about them. 

Task  3 Create a back 
story 

Look back at your work from tasks 1 and 2. Remind yourself of the 3 characters you are most interested in. 
 
Writing Task 
Choose one of these characters. You are going to create a plan for a description of this character. Use the worksheet on the second page to 
complete your plan of your character. Do you like the story of how they met Robin Hood from the slides? Or are you going to change it or add 
to it? You should write about 6 sentences to explain this and add enough information to create your description in Task 4. 

Task 4 Write a 
character 

description 

Look at your plan from yesterday. Are you happy with it? Make any changes you would like to. 
 
Writing Task 
Use you plan from yesterday to help you create a character description paragraph about the character you have chosen. 
Scroll down to page 3 to see an example of a character descriptio  

Task 5 Editing After a bit of a rest from your writing, read back through it. Can you improve it? 

 Can you spot any spelling mistakes? 

 Does your description ‘read well’ i.e. can you follow it easily, have you missed out any words? 

 Are you happy with all of your vocabulary choices? Can you improve any of the description? 
When you are happy with your writing, send it in the Oak Class email address for Mrs Hague or Mrs Cleal to have a look at  

mailto:oak@north-leigh.oxon.sch.uk
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Name of Character: 

Age: 

Male/Female: 

Sketch of Character: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Add labels to add to your description of what they look 
like. 

How did they meet Robin Hood? 

What is their backstory? Write in full sentences 

Choose some synonyms for ‘said’ that will help to 

explain how your character’s voice sounds: 

Term 6, Week 2, Task 3 
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Example character description 

Robin Hood 

The bejewelled nobleman rode through the forest in his carriage. His servants, one bedraggled looking teenager hanging 

onto the back and his father, a slightly older version of his son, in control of the horses looked defeated and jumpy. They 

were following orders but felt apprehensive about their journey. Their master had insisted on travelling this route, through 

the forest of Sherwood. There was a feeling of anticipation in the air. All of a sudden, the nobleman heard a bird call, the 

faint rustling of trees and in front of the carriage appeared a tall, lithe, raven-haired man armed with a longbow, right in 

their path. He wore a shabby brown hooded top, made from what looked like old sacking. In strange contrast, on top of the 

hood was perched a green cap, decorated with a pheasant’s feather. His face was shrouded by the hood and no one in the 

carriage could see it clearly. The rest of his clothing was dirty and unkempt, but the three men could see that it was also 

green. Lincoln green. The colour of Robin Hood, the most dreaded and famous outlaw in England. It was exactly what the 

servants had feared. Seeing the shocked faces of the servants and not wishing for them to be alarmed by him, Robin 

lowered his bow and gestured to them to dismount the carriage. “You have nothing to fear, my friends,” Robin spoke to them 

in gentle tones, “It is your master’s wealth I am interested in!” Robin had not always behaved in this way. As a teenager, he 

was forced to become an outlaw after hunting the King’s deer with his Father when they were starving. They were caught by 

the Sherriff of Nottingham’s men, but Robin managed to escape. He had never seen his Father again and could only guess 

the fate that must have befallen him. In that moment, when he knew he was alone, he vowed to take his revenge on the 

Sherriff. 

Turning his attention to the nobleman in the carriage, Robin’s voice took on a forced and sarcastic edge. Bowing deeply and 

rotating his hand in exaggerated deference, he invited the nobleman to leave his carriage and join him and his merry men by 

their fire, to share a meal of the King’s own venison. His dark eyes glinted mischievously when he saw wide-eyed, panicked 

face of the nobleman. “You will be taxed to travel through our forest good Sir. You will give me half of what you are carrying 

without delay. If you should refuse, I shall take everything you are carrying by force.” He delivered this news with such polite 

flair that it barely sounded like a threat at all. 

 


